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Abstract: The disease yellow fever was prevented by two live attenuated vaccines, strains 17D and
French neurotropic vaccine (FNV), derived by serial passage of wild-type (WT) strains Asibi and
French Viscerotropic virus (FVV), respectively. Both 17D and FNV displayed decreased genetic
diversity and resistance to the antiviral Ribavirin compared to their WT parental strains, which are
thought to contribute to their attenuated phenotypes. Subsequent studies found that only a few
passages of WT strain FVV in HeLa cells resulted in an attenuated virus. In the current study, the
genome sequence of FVV following five passages in HeLa cells (FVV HeLa p5) was determined
through Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) with the aim to investigate the molecular basis of
viral attenuation. It was found that WT FVV and FVV HeLa p5 virus differed by five amino acid
substitutions: E-D155A, E-K331R, E-I412V, NS2A-T105A, and NS4B-V98I. Surprisingly, the genetic
diversity and Ribavirin resistance of the FVV HeLa p5 virus were not statistically different to WT
parent FVV. These findings suggest that while FVV HeLa p5 is attenuated, this is not dependent on a
high-fidelity replication complex, characterized by reduced genetic diversity or increased Ribavirin
stability, as seen with FNV and 17D vaccines.
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1. Introduction

Yellow fever virus (YFV) is the prototypical member of the genus Flavivirus [1]. The
virus has a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA genome approximately 11 kb in length that
encodes three structural (capsid, membrane [M], and envelope [E]) and seven non-structural
proteins (NS1, NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, and NS5). Mosquito-borne YFV is endemic
in tropical South America and sub-Saharan Africa. The viscerotropic disease, yellow fever
(YF), caused by wild-type YFV is characterized by infection of the liver, resulting in the
onset of jaundice in severe cases for which the disease and virus are named [2–5]. Two
live attenuated vaccines (LAVs) were developed concurrently in the 1930s to prevent
YF. The vaccine currently used today, strain 17D, was derived by 176 serial passages of
wild-type (WT) strain Asibi in mouse tissue and chicken embryo tissue both with and
without neurological tissue [6]. This resulted in an attenuated phenotype characterized
by a loss of viscerotropism, loss of neurotropism, and loss of mosquito competence. The
French Neurotropic Vaccine (FNV) was derived from the WT French Viscerotropic Virus
(FVV) by 128 serial passages in mouse brain [7]. The phenotype of FNV is similar to strain
17D, with a loss of viscerotropism and loss of mosquito competence, however, the strain
displays enhanced neurotropism due to passage in mouse brain. While FNV was highly
immunogenic, the vaccine was discontinued in 1981 due to the increased neuroinvasive
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properties of the virus, particularly in children. Genome sequencing showed that both
LAVs differed from their respective parent WT virus by 20 amino acid substitutions (Table 1)
that were spread throughout the structural and non-structural proteins, but the two WT-
LAV pairs shared only two common amino acid substitutions at M-36 and NS4B-95 [8,9].
Studies of the RNA population diversity of YF LAVs found that both 17D and FNV are
less genetically diverse compared to their parent viruses, although 17D is considerably
lower in genetic diversity than FNV [8,9]. As both WT and vaccine strain viruses reach
similar infectivity titers in cell culture and display similar multiplication kinetics in the cell
types used for these studies, these findings were not believed to be due to differences in
replication rates of the viruses. Similarly, both LAVs are relatively resistant to the antiviral
Ribavirin compared to their WT parental strains [10]. The lack of genetic diversity and
relative resistance to Ribavirin phenotypes are thought to contribute to the attenuation and
genetic stability of the LAVs.

Table 1. Coding Changes between FVV, FNV, and FVV HeLa p5.

Nucleotide FVV FVV HeLa p5 FNV NT in Codon Residue FVV FVV HeLa p5 FNV
239 T T C 2nd C-80 V V A
268 A A G 1st C-90 S S G
436 G G A 1st prM-25 V V M
736 C C T 1st M-36 L L F
882 C T C 3rd E-9 R R R

1016 C C T 2nd E-54 A A V
1319 A C A 2nd E-155 D A D
1454 C C A 2nd E-200 T T K
1600 A A G 1st E-249 N N D
1847 A G G 2nd E-331 K R R
2089 A G A 1st E-412 I V I
3634 A A G 1st NS2A-82 I I V
3703 A G G 1st NS2A-105 T A A
4240 T T T 1st NS2B-60 S S A
5027 T T A 2nd NS3-192 M M K
6409 T T C 3rd NS4A-29 F F L
6725 A A T 2nd NS4A-135 Y Y F
7053 A A G 3rd NS4B-95 I I M
7060 G A A 1st NS4B-98 V I I
7262 C C T 2nd NS4B-165 A A V
8291 T T C 2nd NS5-258 I I T
8522 G G A 2nd NS5-335 R R K
8799 C T C 3rd NS5-427 V V V
9109 T T C 1st NS5-531 F F L

In the 1960s, it was shown that passaging WT Asibi virus in HeLa cells resulted
in an attenuated phenotype after only five to six passages (Asibi HeLa p6 virus) [11,12].
Specifically, the resulting virus had the same phenotype as strain 17D, displaying a loss
of viscerotropism, loss of neurotropism, and loss of mosquito competence [11–14]. A
subsequent study showed that WT FVV was also attenuated for mouse neuroinvasiveness
following five to six passages in HeLa cells [15]. The genome of Asibi HeLa p6 virus was
sequenced by Sanger sequencing and compared to the parent Asibi strain. Asibi HeLa p6
had only 10 amino acid substitutions distinguishing it from the parental WT Asibi virus [15].
The majority of the substitutions occurred in the envelope (E) protein but there were also
several substitutions in NS proteins. In the current study, we decided to determine the
genomic sequence of HeLa passaged FVV to understand the molecular basis of attenuation
of HeLa passaged FVV and compare to that of Asibi HeLa p6 virus.
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2. Materials and Methods

To prevent repeating all the studies undertaken previously and potential passaging
artifacts, we used the same virus as studied by Dunster et al. in 1990 [15]. FVV is a wild-
type YFV strain isolated from Francois Mayali in Senegal in 1927. FVV HeLa passage six
was not available and so FVV HeLa p5 was used, which was shown to have an attenuated
phenotype in mice similar to FVV HeLa p6 [15]. RNA was extracted from ampoules of
FVV HeLa p5 and WT non-HeLa passaged FVV using the QIAamp viral RNA isolation
kit and sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 550 instrument by the UTMB Sequencing Core.
The FVV virus used in the study was passaged minimally in Vero cells and the genome
was used as a reference, along with previously published FVV and FNV genomes to align
the reads using the Bowtie2 program, and PCR duplicates were removed using Picard
Tools MarkDuplicates. FVV had an average coverage of 6658 reads while FVV HeLa p5
had an average coverage of 3951 reads. Samples were downsampled to the lowest mean
coverage (3951) and Shannon Entropy was calculated in R Studio, as described previously,
and statistics were calculated in GraphPad Prism [10].

3. Results

The consensus sequence for the FVV HeLa p5 (Genbank MZ285906) virus was aligned
to the published WT FVV and FNV genome sequences as well as the newly sequenced FVV
sample (Genbank U21056.) [9]. Seven nucleotide differences were found, encoding five amino
acid substitutions at E-D155A, E-K331R, E-I412V, NS2A-T105A, and NS4B-V98I (Table 1).

These coding changes were all comprised of nucleotide changes at either the first or
second position in the codon, indicating selection pressure. For comparison, the 20 coding
changes between strains FVV and FNV were also included in Table 1. Like strain FNV, the
coding changes in FVV HeLa p5 were also spread across the viral genome, in both structural
and non-structural genes. It was also of interest to see several conserved substitutions
between the vaccine strain and FVV HeLa p5 at residues E-331, NS2A-105, and NS4B-98.
Residue E-155 is also a conserved substitution, but between Asibi to Asibi HeLa p6, and is
located in Domain I of the E protein. This residue is part of a YFV type specific epitope [16].
This domain is also involved in stability of the E protein as well as conformational changes
of the E protein during virus particle maturation [17]. Interestingly, 17D-204 substrain
vaccines do not have the glycosylation site while 17D-WHO substrain viruses do. However,
comparison of immunity, including neutralizing antibodies, by different 17D vaccine
substrains shows no differences [18]. Residue E-331 is a conserved substitution between
FVV to FNV as well as Asibi to Asibi HeLa p6, but not Asibi to 17D, and is located
in Domain III. This domain is involved in receptor recognition and contains important
epitopes for viral neutralization and mutations in this region, which are known to impact
viral virulence [17]. The structure of YFV domain III suggests that mutation of E-331
would not affect the structure of the domain and so not alter the immune response induced
by the virus [19]. Residue E-412 is not a conserved substitution and is located in the
“stem” region of the E protein [20]. Residue NS2A-105 is a conserved substitution between
FVV to FNV. NS2A is a hydrophobic, non-membrane bound protein involved in virus
assembly as well as the modulation of the immune response to the virus [21]. The final
substitution, NS4B-98, is shared by FVV to FNV and Asibi to Asibi HeLa p6, but not Asibi
to 17D. NS4B is an integral membrane protein that has many functions including playing
a role in viral replication, where it may be involved in dsRNA disassociation as well as
acting as an IFN-α/β antagonist [21–23]. The residue at NS4B-98 is in an area known to
be involved in the interaction between NS4B and NS1 [24]. Thus, two residues (E-331
and NS4B-98) are conserved substitutions in the attenuation of two closely related WT
strains of YFV (Asibi and FVV) by passage in HeLa cells, and NS2A-105 is a conserved
substitution for attenuation of WT FVV by passage in HeLa cells and mouse brain (FNV).
This conservation highlights residues, or regions of viral proteins, that could be very
important in YF attenuation. Interestingly, the NS2A-T105A substitution is also one of
the residues in a motif “LTL” to “MAF” that distinguishes WT West African genotype
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strains from East, East/central Africa, and Angola genotype strains, suggesting that this is
an important residue in the phenotype of these strains [25]. However, at present, little is
known about the phenotypic differences that distinguish the seven genotypes of WT YFV.

Previous studies have shown that serial passage of WT Asibi to generate the attenu-
ated strain 17D and WT FVV to generate the attenuated strain FNV was associated with
decreased genetic diversity in terms of both Shannon entropy and Single Nucleotide Vari-
ants (SNVs) [8,9]. Shannon entropy is a calculation measuring the nucleotide variation at
a specific location in the genome. A value for Shannon entropy is determined for every
position in the YF genome with the higher values indicating more nucleotide variation at
that position. The decrease in both genetic diversity and SNVs suggests a more stable virus
with a higher fidelity replication complex, which would be beneficial for LAVs. As FVV
HeLa p5 previously displayed an attenuated phenotype in mice, we hypothesized that
Shannon entropy values would be expected to be lower than those of WT FVV. However, it
was found upon analysis that WT FVV and FVV HeLa p5 were not significantly different
in terms of Shannon entropy but FVV HeLa p5 did display several large peaks of Shannon
entropy within the E gene (Figure 1). The SNVs greater than 1% of the RNA population
were also similar between FVV and FVV HeLa p5 virus with nine and eight SNVs, respec-
tively (Table 2), however, the SNVs were found in different positions across the genome.
Five of the eight SNVs in FVV HeLa p5 virus clustered in the E gene with the remaining
three in the NS genes (one each in NS2A, NS4B, and NS5), while six of the nine SNVs in
FVV were in the NS genes and two in the 3′NCR. Seven of the eight SNVs identified in the
FVV HeLa p5 population were coding changes, as shown in Table 2. Again, all SNV coding
changes in FVV HeLa p5 were the result of nucleotide substitutions at either the first or
second position in the codon, while only two of the three SNV coding changes for FVV
were in those positions. The variants in the E protein of FVV HeLa p5 corresponded with
the previously identified areas of high diversity with some of the SNVs occurring in large
percentages of the population. Several of the SNVs were of note as they are WT variants
(E-155, NS2A-105, and NS4B-98, all of which are conserved substitutions), suggesting that
there is still the potential of reversion.
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Figure 1. Shannon Entropy Values for FVV HeLa p5 (A) and FVV (B). FVV HeLa P5 displays
statistically similar levels of Shannon Entropy compared to FVV.
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Table 2. Single nucleotide variants (SNVs) for FVV and FVV Hela p5 virus. A: SNVs in FVV HeLa p5.
Red denotes residue distinguishing FVV and FNV. Blue denotes residue distinguishing Asibi and
Asibi HeLa p6. B: SNVs in FVV.

A
CDS Position HeLa P5 Variant NT in Codon Residue HeLa P5 Variant %

1117 C A 1st E-373 G R 7.07
1319 C A 2nd E-155 A D 1.34
1727 C A 2nd E-291 T K 2.41
1823 A G 2nd E-323 K R 17.66
1924 T A 1st E-357 S T 5.78
3703 G A 1st NS2A-105 A T 1.68
7060 A G 1st NS4B-98 I V 1.01
9852 A G 3rd NS5-778 L L 1.30

B
CDS Position FVV Variant NT in Codon Residue FVV Variant %

174 A G 3rd C-58 G G 11.41
5490 T G 3rd NS3-346 S R 2.50
5562 T C 3rd NS3-370 I I 15.91
5895 T C 3rd NS3-481 P P 12.54
8320 A G 1st NS5-268 T A 1.84

10137 T C 3rd NS5-873 R R 11.70
10142 G A 2nd NS5-875 R Q 11.87
10276 G C N/A 3′UTR N/A N/A 1.83
10314 T C N/A 3′UTR N/A N/A 1.46

Since previous studies had shown that 17D and FNV vaccine strains were significantly
more resistant to the antiviral Ribavirin than their respective WT parental strains Asibi and
FVV [10], correlating with the viral diversity of the viruses, a Ribavirin sensitivity assay was
performed to confirm the findings that WT FVV and FVV HeLa p5 were not significantly
different in terms of genetic diversity. FVV HeLa p5 virus was compared to FVV and FNV
using the same assays as reported previously [10]. The 50% inhibitory concentration (IC50)
value for FVV (0.20 µM, R2 = 0.96) and FNV (17.31 µM, R2 = 0.79) was similar to what
has been previously reported [10]. The IC50 for FVV HeLa p5 (0.45 µM, R2 = 0.93) was not
found to differ significantly from FVV (P = 0.8667), using the Freidman test with multiple
comparisons. Thus, FVV HeLa p5 virus displayed similar levels of Ribavirin sensitivity
as its parent virus WT FVV, while FNV was relatively resistant to Ribavirin (Figure 2),
supporting the genetic diversity data.
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4. Discussion

Overall, these findings indicate that the attenuation process of FVV through passage in
HeLa cells results in a different genotype and phenotype compared to LAVs 17D and FNV.
These findings suggest the mechanism of attenuation of a HeLa passaged virus is different
to that of 17D or FNV obtained via passage in chicken tissue and mouse brain, respectively.
As we have reported previously, the hallmark of 17D is the genetic stability of the virus [8].
Both 17D and FNV strains display a reduction in genetic diversity, reduction in SNVs, and
increased antiviral resistance to Ribavirin compared to their wild-type parental viruses,
which are important characteristics of a LAV that will not revert to virulence. We cannot
exclude the possibility that these properties are not linked to the attenuated phenotype of
17D and FNV LAVs, but these qualities are vital to 17D as they directly relate to the safety
and stability of the vaccine. As FVV HeLa p5 is not a vaccine strain, it offers a very different
perspective on YF attenuation. The goal of this study was to explore the attenuation process
behind HeLa passaged FVV virus with the objective of comparing it with that of 17D and
FNV. The SNVs and Shannon entropy values of FVV Hela p5 virus suggest that, while
the virus is attenuated for mouse neuroinvasion, it does not display the genetic stability
characteristic of 17D and FNV LAVs. That reduced genetic diversity is not necessary for
attenuation of virulence was a novel finding for YFV, but has been recently reported for
another flavivirus. A study recently found that a similar Shannon entropy pattern was seen
between WT Japanese Encephalitis virus (JEV) strain SA14 and its LAV strain SA-14-14-2
derived by passage in primary hamster kidney cells [26]. Thus, not surprisingly, there is
more than one approach to attenuation of flaviviruses.

To date, the study of attenuated strains of YFV with regards to viral diversity has been
mostly limited to the LAV strains 17D and FNV. While the study of these LAVs allowed
researchers to better understand the characteristics of safe and stable vaccine strains, much
can also be learned from an attenuated strain of YFV derived by a different mechanism.
The findings of this study indicate that FVV HeLa p5 is the first attenuated strain of
YFV that displays levels of viral diversity similar to WT YFV while still maintaining an
attenuated phenotype in mice [15]. Due to the novel nature of these findings, more studies
are warranted to understand the mechanism of HeLa-passaged YFV attenuation in detail.

Author Contributions: A.E.S. contributed to the conception, design, acquisition, analysis and inter-
pretation of the work, and drafting of the manuscript. J.K.T. contributed to the acquisition of data.
S.G.W. contributed to the acquisition, analysis, and interpretation of data. A.D.T.B. contributed the
conception, design, interpretation of data, and drafting of the manuscript. All authors have read and
agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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